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Abstract. Model-based design tools supporting the Functional Mockup Inter-
face (FMI) standard, often employ specification languages ideal for modelling
specific domain problems without capturing the overall behavior of a Cyber-
Physical System (CPS). These tools tend to handle some important CPS char-
acteristics implicitly, such as network communication handshakes. At the same
time, formal verification although a powerful approach, is still decoupled to FMI
co-simulation processes, as it can easily lead to infeasible explorations due to
state space explosion of continuous or discrete representations. In this paper we
exploit co-modelling and co-simulation concepts combined with the injection of
formal verification results indirectly in a model-based design workflow that will
enable verification engineering benefits in a heterogeneous, multi-disciplinary
design process for CPSs. We demonstrate the approach using a Heating, Ven-
tilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) case study where communication delays
may affect the CPS system’s analysis. We model discrete events based on the Vi-
enna Development Method Real-Time dialect, Continuous Time phenomena us-
ing Modelica, and communications using PROMELA. Results are considered and
inspected both at the level of constituent models and the overall co-simulation.

1 Introduction

One of the approaches to Cyber-Physical System (CPS) analysis is based nowadays on
the availability of interoperable, precise, and efficient co-simulation frameworks. Start-
ing from requirements definition of heterogeneous components of a CPS, designers are
being challenged to trace and analyse correctly the requirements validity against inter-
mediate system models. Moreover, the complexity of the cyber and physical aspects of
the system makes it important to employ approaches based on model abstraction tech-
niques. Those interactions will include shared parameters exchanged between Discrete
Event (DE) and Continuous Time (CT) models in a contract based manner that will re-
alise the CPS evolution. A well known approach that standardises co-simulation is the
Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) standard [4].

The INTO-CPS project [16] is developing a tool-chain to support model-based en-
gineering of CPSs [9], based on FMI. In the INTO-CPS approach, the system configura-
tion and CPU instruction execution is typically modelled within the DE models; in this



case using the Overture tool [15] and the VDM-RT notation [17]. CT models describ-
ing physical phenomena (e.g. thermal, fluid or air flow dynamics) are modelled using
notations and tools such as Modelica [8] or 20-Sim [13] in order to engage differential
equation solvers to evaluate dynamic behaviour.

The INTO-CPS approach enables CPS developers to take advantage of the pow-
erful domain-specific features and abstraction capabilities of various specialized mod-
elling and simulation tools. This maps well onto the kinds of heterogeneous and multi-
disciplinary teams that are necessary to carry out CPS design and development. On
the other hand, the kinds of simulation tools employed in INTO-CPS and similar ap-
proaches often handle CPS characteristics like network communication protocols im-
plicitly. Formal verification and especially model checking is a powerful tool that can
complement these approaches but it is typically decoupled from the co-simulations, as
it can easily lead to infeasible explorations due to state space explosion challenges.

In this work in progress paper, we seek to address the aforementioned issue by
combining co-modelling and co-simulation with formal verification by means of inject-
ing verification results in the co-simulations. The work does not focus on pruning the
resulted state space; instead it uses the expresiveness power of PROMELA to model
communications priniples in interacting co-simulated objects using the FMI standard
that previously could not be realized. In our case, we manually model the communi-
cation medium and protocol in Promela, in order to fully exploit synchronous or asyn-
chronous communication packet exchange between our Heating, Ventilation and Air-
Conditioning (HVAC) objects, using un-buffered (rendez-vouz) or buffered channels
respectively [12]. This enables both verification engineers to be brought into a closer
collaboration loop with the multi-disciplinary CPS team and results to be used to steer
subsequent validation efforts including e.g. communication delays . We demonstrate
our approach by means of a case study drawn from the HVAC domain.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we present infor-
mation about FMI co-simulation and the HVAC domain, necessary to follow the rest
of the paper; we describe our approach to combining verification with co-simulation
in section 3 and instantiate it in section 4; in section 5, we present and discuss co-
simulation results; finally, we conclude in section 6 with remarks and next steps for the
proposed approach.

2 Background

A CPS can be defined as an integration of computation with physical processes. Ac-
cording to literature, CPSs are considered to be a composition of networks of embedded
devices that control physical processes, based on open or closed feedback loops where
computations are being affected by physical phenomena [6]. Nowadays, CPS complex-
ity has considerably increased the cyber-physical points of interaction to a state where
system correctness and functional safety are a great challenge for validation. In addition
to that, cyber-physical devices tend to be developed by multidisciplinary engineers, thus
increasing the need for a common engineering framework where different engineers
contribute common CPS models and concepts.



In this paper, we present a CPS example derived from the HVAC domain. HVAC
systems are in general cyber-physical systems composed by HVAC equipment con-
trolling the temperature of areas through heating or cooling of air circulated in rooms
by mastering a series of actuation devices (e.g. fans, water valves) and external physi-
cal phenomena (i.e. external temperature, air flow). Embedded devices on the HVAC
equipment are typically executing control loop feedback mechanisms (e.g. PI con-
trollers [22]), prognostics, health management and decision support functions that allow
the device to handle mechanical components of the equipment. Currently the equipment
considered for the HVAC case study consists of: 4 Fan Coil Units (FCUs) responsible
for controlling temperature in a given area; 1 supervisory controller coordinating the
FCUs; and 1 air handling unit heating or cooling the circulated air to the FCUs. In

Fig. 1. Multidisciplinary Engineer Scheme for Model-based Design of CPS

terms of necessary competencies for CPS development, as seen from Figure 1, there
are various engineers involved in the HVAC development cycle. For our example, we
have identified the following: a) A system engineer will be responsible for CPS system
requirements and validation, b) A building engineer for modelling the physical effects
of the CPS, c) A software engineer for modeling and realisation of the CPS software,
d) a verification engineer for extracting model verification and validation guaranties for
high or low level requirements and e) a hardware engineer for system realization on a
target platform. Towards the CPS analysis, focus is given to:

– Artifacts (models or code) generated from each of the engineer
– The common CPS framework that would allow the multi-model interaction towards

validation and verification of the system

An effective way to involve multiple engineers through a common framework is by us-
ing co-simulation approaches such as the FMI standard [4]. FMI is a tool independent
industry standard that supports the collaborative simulation (co-simulation) of mod-
els developed in different tools and notations. This makes it well suited for support-
ing model-based development of CPSs, whose nature is highly heterogeneous. In the
FMI, the models to be co-simulated are exported by their tools as Functional Mockup
Units (FMUs) – compiled C code and XML-based model descriptions that specify the



inputs and outputs of the model, thus abstracting away the internal complexity and
domain-specificity of the model. A master algorithm is responsible for executing the
co-simulation by coordinating the exchange of data between FMUs and progressing
overall co-simulation time. In the INTO-CPS project, the implementation of the master
algorithm and execution of co-simulations are handled by a tool called Co-simulation
Orchestration Engine (COE) from the INTO-CPS project [16].

3 Approach

The method proposed in this paper indirectly captures the communication delays due to
communication handling mechanisms that are imposed by the used protocol, including
them in the FMI-based CPS co-simulation. Since the current engineer development pro-
cess does not include the means (e.g. modelling tools) to capture these communication
mechanism and reason about packet delays within the FMI context, we argue that the
proposed approach could be of benefit especially where communication delays can af-
fect the overall CPS correctness. Efforts have been recorded in the current bibliography
that try to tackle network verification problems by using either executable formal mod-
els in network simulation [2], [3] or extracting formal verification results with respect
to communication delays [7], [19]. The main difference highlighted in this work is the
incorporation of verification results within the FMI-based co-simulation processes that
currently handle communication delays implicitly.

Fig. 2. Proposed Experimental Work flow

We propose an experimental work flow that introduce the use of formal verifica-
tion techniques to evaluate network communication requirements in an FMI-based co-



simulation experiment. Figure 2 illustrates the work flow, instantiated in the HVAC case
study with the INTO-CPS tool chain. The work flow consists of the following steps:

1. model the discrete aspects of the systems, including system deployment configura-
tion and behaviour of the cyber components in VDM-RT

2. model physical phenomena of the system in Modelica
3. extract physical plant FMU using Dymola tool
4. model communication aspects of distributed components in Promela
5. verify desired properties using the Spin for VDM-RT time parameters
6. if verification is not successful, update the DE models (e.g. VDM-RT) by con-

straining the RT timing parameters compared to the initial ones verified in Spin, for
communicating objects in VDM; rerun the verification till no errors found with the
refined Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) properties

7. generate FMU for DE model with injected verification results using Overture tool.
The new FMU will contain updated RT timing parameters that have been previously
formally verified by Spin

8. launch a co-simulation experiment with the produced FMUs using the INTO-CPS
COE and generate co-simulation results

Spin model checking verification results are glued to the co-simulation by confirm-
ing that our VDM-RT timing parameters do take into account certain communication
delays contributed to the communication overhead of the modelled protocol. For exam-
ple if communication specifications for a UART protocol are being defined in Promela
for the communicating objects i.e. number of data packets expected to be sent to a com-
mon bus in t msec reaching an object, we verify total time delays and packet loses for
a network of objects mapped in Promela, equally as in our co-simulation. Total time
delays and packet conflicts are defined in our customer requirements, depending on the
use-case. Parameter t is being revised (e.g. decreased) in our VDM specification when
model checking results can be produced. If verification is successful for the modelled
communication protocol, timing parameters are acting as a guard to the VDM model
enforcing the delays of the protocol in its generated FMU. Otherwise, the engineer will
have to check its hardware characteristics to validate the constrained t value -whether it
is supported- and re-run the verification, or to consider changing its hardware to support
higher communication bandwidth.

In VDM, models consist of representations of the data on which a system operates
and the functionality that is to be performed. In our case this will be the discrete aspects
of the HVAC system which will include behavior of the control functionality residing in
the FCU devices. Data in the VDM model includes the externally visible input or output
and internal state data, which in our case will be the states of the FCUs. PROMELA
and its expressiveness for modelling synchronous and asynchronous (buffered) com-
munication channels, will help us ’quantify’ communication conflicts and delays in the
shared bus of the VDM-RT objects, represented on the discrete model. Since, those
objects are co-simulated with the physical part (e.g. sensing the continuous-time envi-
ronment temperature), each FCU controller expected behavior has to take into account
communication conflicts such as lost messages, sychronization issues between master
and slave as well as, jamming cases due to message overflow in the common bus due to
malfunctions.



4 CPS Modelling

In this section, we describe the CPS modelling tasks necessary to combine co-simulation
and verification. Our approach is instantantiated in a case study from the HVAC do-
main: temperature control in multiple rooms with supervision [20, 10]. Based on the
INTO-CPS project [11], we carry out Cyber modelling using DE formalisms and Phys-
ical modelling using CT formalisms, leading to two kinds of constituent models. The
verification model is created separately, and its results are subsequently injected in the
co-simulation. For our case study, we have one DE model, and one CT model, mapped
at an architecture level using SySML, and handling communication handshakes using
a PROMELA model.

SysML is used by the system engineer to describe the components of the CPS
(which map onto the constituent models) and the connections between them, which
are necessary to carry out co-simulations. The combination of the multiple constituent
models and their connections is called multi-model. The components of the case study
are shown in the INTO-CPS Architecture Diagram [5, 1] of 3. Broadly speaking, the

Fig. 3. Multi-model components for the HVAC case study.

most relevant components are the controllers (which are parts of the DE model) and the
various physical components such as rooms, encapsulated in a single CT plant model.
The FCU component itself is abstract and represents the boundary between the CT and
DE worlds, thus our system is inherently a hybrid system. The controllers and hardware



of the FCU communicate via exchange of FMI signals across various ports, as shown
in the INTO-CPS Connections Diagram of fig. 4.3

Fig. 4. Connections between DE and CT components.

4.1 Continuous Time Modelling in Modelica

The continuous behaviour is modelled by the building engineer using a CT formalism –
in this case, the Modelica language [8] using the Dymola tool. We develop a single plant
model that contains all relevant CT components. We use a single CT representation to
model all the components we are interested in the Modelica language. Thus, having
a single CT model is convenient for model development and debugging since the CT
engineer can run stand-alone simulations of his model.

Our physical model consists of rooms and a zone, as well other HVAC components
such as the air handling unit. The temperature in the rooms is controlled by the FCUs
through the water coils and fans. Air flows from the air handling unit to the FCUs,
whereas the heat pump supplies the FCUs with hot or cold water. A PI controller reg-
ulates the fan speed and the rate of the water flow from the heat pump to the coil to
maintain a constant temperature in the area in which the FCU is located. For space rea-
sons, the Air Handling Unit descriptions modelled in DYMOLA is omitted from this
paper.

The PI controller controls the actuation signals based on the sensor signals. This
controller is present in both the CT and DE models. At the co-simulation level, the DE
controller is used. The CT controller is primarily used to enable standalone simulation
of the CT model.

3 The User component is a basic abstraction used only to enable requests to the system during
co-simulation.



The model is based on mass and energy balances in a given room/zone. Two major
assumptions were used to simplify the model for a given zone: a) zone air is uniformly
distributed, and b) long wave radiation exchange between surfaces is ignored. The en-
ergy balance equation of a zone can be described by:

mair zone(Cpa + ωzoneCpv)
dTzone

dt = ṁair saCpa(Tsa − Tzone) +

ṁair saCpv(ωsaTsa − ωzoneTzone) +Qint +
∑Nsurface

i Qstructure i +

ṁinfCpa(Toa − Tzone) +
∑Nzone

i ṁiCpa(Tzonei − Tzone) + ṁvCpvTzone
The internal water vapour generation rate m.

v is neglected since it is typically small
in office buildings. The small heat transfer due to water vapor temperature difference
between supply air flow and room air m.

airsaCpv(ωsaTsa − ωzoneTzone) is also ne-
glected. The time rate of change of the zone air temperature is given by:
mair zoneCpa

dTzone

dt = ṁair zoneCpa(Tsa− Tzone) +Qint+
∑Nsurface

i Qstructure i

+ ṁinfCpa(Toa − Tzone) +
∑Nzone

i ṁiCpa(Tzonei − Tzone) + ṁvCpvTzone

where: mairZone is air mass of room air [kg], Cpa is specific heat capacity of air
[J/kg.oC],Cpv is specific heat capacity of water [J/kg.oC], Tzone is room air temperature
(RAT) [oC], ṁairsa is the supply air mass flow rate [kg/s], ṁinf is the infiltration mass
flow rate [kg/s], ṁv is the internal water vapor generation rate [kg/s], Qint is the sum
of the convective internal loads [W] (assumed to be constant), Tisurf is inside surface
temperature [oC], Tosurf is outside surface temperature [oC], A is wall surface area
[m2], Rwall is thermal resistance of the wall [oC/W], C is capacity of the wall [J/oC]
and Tamb is outside air temperature (OAT) [oC].

Profiling information on the complexity of the Modelica model, will report: 2087
components, 21278 variables, 979 constants, 11083 parameters, 9216 unknowns, 412
differentiated variables, 7028 equations, 5775 nontrivial. Modelica was also used to
develop a simple model of the user behaviour. This model merely outputs different set
point requests at predefined instances in time. Its primary purpose was to enable us to
assess the performance of the models when users request changes in temperature.

4.2 Discrete Event Modelling Using VDM-RT

The discrete behaviour is modelled using a DE formalism by the software engineer. In
the case of INTO-CPS, the real-time dialect of Vienna Development Method (VDM) [23]
is used. In our case study, we employ a single VDM-RT model that includes behavior
of the PI controllers of the FCUs and the supervisor. This modelling choice provide us
access to the rich set of VDM-RT features to specify distribution and to minimise the
amount of DE-to-DE communication done through the FMI signals.

The model consists of four instances of PI controllers and a single supervisory con-
troller. Each controller is allocated to an individual VDM-RT CPU and connected via
a single VDM-RT bus. The role of the PI controllers is to execute a PI loop that reg-
ulates the temperature in the FCU’s area. The role of the supervisor is to monitor the
behavior of the PI controllers to ensure that desired higher level properties are exhibited.
As an example, we show the supervisor operation that enforces that FCU set point stays
within a given range by overriding the controller set points if they fall outside the range.



A VDM post-condition ensures that the property must hold after the operation executes.�
private setPointAdjust: Controller ==> ()
setPointAdjust (fcu) == (
let sp = fcu.getSPValue(),

target = if minTemp >= 0 and sp < minTemp
then minTemp
elseif maxTemp >= 0 and sp > maxTemp
then maxTemp
else sp

in
fcu.setSuperSetPoint(target)

)
post fcu.acquireSetPoint() <= maxTemp and
fcu.acquireSetPoint() >= minTemp;
� �

Listing 1.1. Supervisor property enforcing through set point adjustment.

Using the interpreter of the Overture tool, the model can be executed, enabling
independent analysis of the behaviour of the discrete parts of the CPS. In this anal-
ysis, communication concerns are implicitly handled by VDM-RT by means of re-
mote operation calls behind the scenes [23], as illustrated in fig. 5. This figure shows
the setPointAdjust operation where the getSPValue invocation is being sent
across the bus that connects the CPUs of the supervisor and PI controller. In VDM-RT,

Fig. 5. Excerpt of Overture VDM-RT log viewer showing remote operation call.

communication times across the bus are implicitly calculated from the speed of the bus
and size of arguments of the remote operation calls. We extend the model to allow for
explicit control of communication duration, by making the bus connections instanta-
neous and prefixing them with parametrized delays. This is only an approximation –
the delay occurs before executing the remote operation where the actual message pass-
ing takes place – but it allows us to inject timing result estimates extracted from the



verification analysis. These results can them be further experimented with and analysed
further in the DE model itself and, eventually, in a co-simulation.

It is worth noting that an important aspect of communication time to consider is the
availability of the communication channel since this could affect the communication
time by introducing delays if the channel is not immediately available. Since we use an
instant bus as channel, there are no communication delays in the DE model. Therefore,
we have to account for them in the Promela model and the estimates extracted from it.

4.3 Communications Modelling in PROMELA

PROMELA (the input language of the Spin model checker [12]) is used by the verifi-
cation engineer to model communication handshakes between the HVAC CPS entities
in our use case. The PROMELA channel definition is ideal for describing distributed
communication message exchange between multiple entities accessing a common bus.
We model an arbitrary serial bus (UART), conflict resolution mechanism and 4 FCU
entities as agents that will exchange messages with the supervisor, which controls the
overall HVAC functionality.

Our objective is to identify the maximum time delays caused by UART conflicts
by repetitive verification experiments for LTL formulae that will define serial channel
properties. Particularly for our case, we are interested in verifying a certain degree of
channel reliability with respect to errors found in the technical specifications of mes-
sage transmission or receipt (i.e. Underrun or Framing errors [21]). As we would like
to reason about all paths in the generated state space, we define LTL-P1 and LTL-P2
properties as follows:

LTL-P1: Always if there is traffic in the bus, communication conflicts for all
exchanged messages will be less than γ = 20% of total exchanges for total time t.

[G]((Excmsg > 0 &&Exchmsg ≤ Totalmsg) && Totaltime < Timebound → (Totalconflicts) <
Totalmsg ∗ (γ))

LTL-P2: An ACK message will be sent to the FCU before a PAYLOAD message has
been received from the Supervisor

FCU(i)[ACKrec = TRUE] →<> (FCU(i)[PAY LOADSd = TRUE] && Time < 100)

We developed 3 different versions of PROMELA models where the Spin model checker
produced verification results, both for assertion statements within the models, as well
as LTL properties defined as LTL-P1 and LTL-P2. Version 1 consists of simple message
exchange of the HVAC scenario without a conflict resolution mechanism, for which ver-
ification identified message loss within the bus. Version 2 includes a non-deterministic
conflict resolution mechanism (protocol) where verification is successful for the result-
ing state space. The final version for which we evaluated our LTL properties includes
asynchronous clocks in order to infer to message delays due to UART common errors.
Verification results are shown in Table table 1. Successful verification of certain serial
communication characteristics (e.g. γ parameters in LTL-P1 for UART) with respect
to time, will provide answers as to whether there are delays due to message exchange
problems that cause overhead in the communications. If verification fails, we relax the



Table 1. PROMELA model verification results using Spin Model Checker

Model Version States Transitions Memory Exp. Time Result

Version 1 3031 6137 612MB 0.05sec Fail
Version 2 44285 304015 611MB 1.65sec Success
Final Version 45706 866430 622MB 4.4sec Success

time constraints of the LTL property and rerun the experiment in order to produce a
successful verification of the overall communications. Total relaxed time will create an
additional delay overhead to the communication instructions executed, and thus force
an update to our VDM-RT instruction execution duration parameters. For similar real-
time model checking studies the reader can refer to [14].

5 Co-Simulation Using the INTO-CPS Platform

In this section, we present the combination of co-simulation and formal verification.
Co-simulation allows us to combine the capabilities of various domain-specific tools to
validate more complex scenarios. As described in section 3 and modelled in section 4,
our co-simulations results are based on a HVAC proof of concept use-case with FMUs
extracted from Dymola and Overture tools (fig. 6).

Fig. 6. HVAC proof of concept use case for proposed approach

The timing estimates verified with Spin were taken and injected into the VDM-RT
model. This model is then co-simulated with the Dymola model, using the INTO-CPS



COE, a standalone tool for running FMI co-simulations with both fixed and variable
step-size algorithms. Figure 7 shows co-simulation results for a scenario where the user
requests set point changes outside the range allowed by the supervisor. We can see that,
unlike the results shown from the standalone simulation, the supervisor steps in and
ensures that the temperature is kept within the defined range – this is an example of the
kinds of scenarios that co-simulation approaches can enable.

The results from fig. 7 are not particularly sensitive to the timing estimates of the
communication between supervisor and controllers. This is because temperature vari-
ations takes minutes to assert themselves, as described by the CT model, whereas the
communications occur within milliseconds. Thus, even though the communication es-
timates from SPIN are significantly slower than the implicit times from VDM-RT – a
supervisor loop takes 26 times longer to complete – the overall effect on the temperature
is minimal.

Fig. 7. Comparison between standalone simulation and INTO-CPS co-simulation results for
Room 1 Temperature.

Nonetheless, the timing estimates are affecting the co-simulation results, as can be
seen from a close inspection of the co-simulation output logs, as shown in fig. 8. Co-
simulation for Room 1 temperature, indicates different control signals (56.55) compared
to the Spin verified model (56.15) version, where timing constraints have been success-
fully verified. VDM-RT model timing parameters of the FCU controllers, were altered
(decreased) in order to pass the verification occurred by Spin model checker. Such a re-
sult, although indicative for the purpose of this work, could reveal important outcomes
for large-scale system co-simulations, with distributed objects sharing common com-



munication mediums. Finally, it is worth noting that in fig. 7 the room temperature in
the co-simulation exhibits much greater oscillation at the co-simulation level than in the
standalone simulation (compared to the standalone Dymola simulation result).

Fig. 8. Co-simulation results detail for valve opening times based on verification results injection.

PI controllers are very sensitive to sampling time and the PI controller in the co-
simulation is modelled in VDM-RT (an imperative, DE notation) where sampling time
is harder to control, particularly at the co-simulation level. In general, we have observed
that this kind of DE formalism and tool is not ideal for modelling PI controllers. While
this decision yielded significant benefits in terms of facilitating distributed discrete com-
munication, the PI performance is a significant drawback.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an approach for combining formal verification with co-simulation by
means of results injection. This approach enables verification engineers to be brought
into a closer collaboration loop with the multi-disciplinary teams that use co-simulation
platforms to carry out CPS design and development. We have applied the approach to
a case study from the HVAC domain, though we argue the approach is generic enough
to be applied to other CPS domains – higher criticality domains may particularly ben-
efit from it. This work will enable additional opportunities to extend it further based
on evolving co-simulation results and INTO-CPS project features. We have identified
two particularly interesting domains that include a) code generation of the verified so-
lution as well as, b) model based testing of co-models. INTO-CPS code generators



currently are being developed with a focus on distributed aspects, which will give us
additional motivation to explore concurrency requirements. Capability of generating C
code for a simplified version of the VDM-RT model is currently enabled, though fu-
ture improvements to the generators will extend them to support the complete model
for experimental hardware platforms. In the future, we will validate the code generators
by deploying the code onto hardware platforms and performing Hardware-in-the-Loop
co-simulations. Furthermore, model-based testing as an INTO-CPS plugin could be
combined with our approach as an alternative to state space explosion cases.

Finally, we plan to address the performance verification of PI controllers in the co-
simulation by increase our co-model heterogeneity. The PI controllers will be modelled
in Simulink [18] and connected to the co-simulation as FMUs, while a supervisor model
handling master-slave FCU policies will be still modelled in VDM-RT. This will bring
additional challenges in terms of verifying communications between the supervisor and
the controllers at the model level, but we expect again the PROMELA model to guide
our model parameterization.

Acknowledgments: This work is supported by the INTO-CPS H2020 project: Inte-
grated Tool Chain for Model-based Design of Cyber-Physical Systems. Funded by the
European Commission-H2020, Project Number:664047
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